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JELLYBEANSSOUR?

Sir:
Tom Murphy's "Jellybeans" were either severely sour or, he's eaten too many and they ve

made him ill. I know they've made me "/LL"! , , , , .
"Man Out of His World" - Yo Ho! Really original, bud! Don't you think that people are 

of what is cookinq in those underdeveloped countries? Come on off your cloud. Not all

VICTORIA (CUP) - University of Victoria', student coun
cil is not alone in their interest in conducting research on 
marijuana.

A letter from Dr. Hobson, acting head of the psychology 
department at Uvic, has been sent to Ottawa requesting per
mission to do research on the subject.

"As research workers, the department is interested in the 
effect marijuana may or may not have on human behaviour," 
said Hobson.

"We don't know if any work on this problem is taking place 
in the country currently and we would like to find out if it is 
legally possible to do research with the drug," he said.

Last Sunday night the student council passed a motion sup
porting the structure of an objective, scientific, research body 
to study the uses and misuses of marijuana.
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Leave Expo alone. Why not show the best a country has to offer?
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that the editor .of the Bruns-It is of major importance that the student body be made 
wick an chews pen tops. Only a few days ago, the said accused totally demolished a pen top 
from a newly bought pen of mine. Now I have to suffer the consequences of having ink at the 
bottom of my shirt pocket. I have the necessary evidence in my possession to prove the goat
like qualities of our editor. So be it.
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